
RINGUETTE SAINT-LAURENT 
 

2345, boul. Thimens 

Saint-Laurent, QC   H4R 1T4 

ringuettesaintlaurent.com 

tournoi@ringuettesaintlaurent.com 

 

 

33RD SAINT-LAURENT RINGUETTE TOURNAMENT 
NOVEMBER 6 TO 12, 2017 

INVITATION 

Arenas Raymond-Bourque Arena Aréna du Cégep de Saint-Laurent 

2345 Thimens Boul., Saint-Laurent, QC 625 Ste-Croix Avenue, Saint-Laurent, QC 

Registration Fee The categories/levels are subject to change depending on the number of teams that register. Fees will 

not be reimbursed once your registration has been confirmed unless the category or level has been cancelled. 

 Level 

Category AA A B C 

U8 (Bunnies)    325 $ 

U10 (Novice)  475 $* 475 $* 475 $* 

U12 (Petite)  485 $* 475 $* 475 $* 

U14 (Tween)  485 $* 475 $*  

U16 (Junior) 660 $** 660 $** 535 $*  

U19 (Belle) 660 $** 660 $** 535 $*  

U24(Juvenile)   535 $*  

21+ Inter  660 $** 535 $* 535 $* 

18+ Open  660 $**   

*3 guaranteed games **4 guaranteed games 

The style of play "3 in the zone" with shot clock is applicable for all categories except for the U8 and U10 C categories. 

The AA level periods will be 17 minutes (20 minutes for the final). The periods for the A, B and C levels will be 15 minutes 

except for the U8 category where it will be 10 minutes. Local teams may expect to play during the week as of 6:30 pm 
and out-of-town teams as of Friday, noon. 

Tournament Highlights 

 Souvenir tournament program for each team 

 Gift for each player 

 Snacks and drinks provided for each player after each game 

 Lounge for coaching staff after each game 

 Medals for players on the winning and second-place teams 

 Banner for the winning and second-place teams 

 Cocktail Party for coaching staff (November 10 and 11) 

Please complete the registration form and e-mail it to tournoi@ringuettesaintlaurent.com. Please mail your cheque 

payable to Ringuette Saint-Laurent and a paper copy of the registration form, no later than October 6, 2017 to: 

Ringuette Saint-Laurent 

Attention: Tournament Director 

Raymond Bourque Arena 
2345 Thimens Boul. 

Saint-Laurent, QC  H4R 1T4 

For information: tournoi@ringuettesaintlaurent.com 
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